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jazzX
concert
serie
'17-'18

jazzX brengt in '17-'18 zeven concerten van jonge jazz musici.
Er is een diversiteit aan jazzstijlen, van straight jazz, bop en
funky jazz tot creative jazz en abstract music concepts. U kunt
zo kennis maken met de muziek van de nieuwe generatie
jazzmusici.
Sinds de overheid enkele jaren terug de subsidies voor kunst
kortte, zijn veel podia voor moderne jazz gesloten. Jonge
musici missen daarmee een podium om hun talent als
componist verder te ontwikkelen. jazzX biedt hen die
mogelijkheid. In deze luisterconcerten spelen de musici alleen
eigen werk.

jazzX team

A modern jazz repertoire, mainly consisting of the
pianist’s original compositions, on a high European
level. My ideas, as a composer, come from diﬀerent
musical fields.

24 sept: Uvira / Bruno / Hafizi Trio
Jan Uvira (pianio, composer), Martin Hafizi (drums), Alessio Bruno
(double bass).
Jan Uvira: “My ideas as a composer come from diﬀerent musical fields. I
enjoy playing and studying both traditional and contemporary jazz as well
as some kind of interesting alternative pop music to a progressive rock
mixed with classical music, for instance. I’ve been lucky to cooperate with
amazing musicians from all over the world. And that is truly enriching.”

This experimental/free/atmospheric jazz quartet explores
the diﬀerent elements of jazz to create a very unique sound
and take the audience into infinite realms of their own
consciousness.

29 0ct: Mild
Donatas Bielunskis (double bass, composer) Jorit Westerhof (guitar),
Andrius Dereviancenko (tenor sax), Denis Baeten (drums).
If you've ever had a lucid dream, you'll know that the boundaries between
wakefulness and sleep suddenly become very delicate as you balance on
the edge of extraordinary possibilities. So what do you do? Do you manage
to persist and hold on to that dream? Or do you awake and wonder how
many more layers there are left to uncover? How deep can you really go?
The music of MILD is rife with these thoughts and feelings - the name itself
spelling out "Mnemonic Induction of Lucid Dreaming. This experimental/
free/atmospheric jazz quartet explores the diﬀerent elements of jazz to
create a very unique sound and take the audience into infinite realms of
their own consciousness.

Rooted in the jazz tradition but also covering more modern
grounds. They take the listeners attention with their
flawless interaction in which all three band members are
equally important.

26 nov: Gijs Idema Trio
Gijs Idema (guitar), Cas Jiskoot (double bass) and Tim Hennekes (drums).
The trio is known for having their own specific sound: dynamic, transparent
and lyrical. They are not afraid to look for the borders of what the traditional
guitar trio setting allows.
The Trio has played on many festivals and venues including Holland
Festival, LantarenVenster, Bimhuis. They also won the first prize at the
Prinses Christina Jazz Concours (2014) and at the Leidse Jazz Award
(2016). In january 2017 the trio recorded their debut cd in Fattoria Musica
Studio.

Full of daring improvisation, rock riﬀs, humor, mood
swings, rhythmic and melodic adventures and anything
else these four men, supporting appropriate facial hair,
could come up with.

21 jan: Tommy Moustache
Band members: Jasper van Damme (sax), Jorn ten Hoopen (guitar), Bas
Kloosterman (bass guitar). Mark van Kersbergen (drums).
Idiosyncratic, Rotterdam-based band Tommy Moustache released its debut
album in late 2014, challenging critics to define its ineﬀable brand of raw,
instrumental jazz. ‘A schizophrenic trip drenched in jazz, funk and rock’ is
the consensus it seems to have reached
In 2015/2016 highlights included performances at the North Sea Jazz
festival, the Amsterdam Concertgebouw and the Jazz International Festival
in Rotterdam. Also the band was voted audience choice in the 2016 edition
of the Dutch Jazz Competition.

I want to tell stories of everyday life, but in my very own
way. The lyrics are based on personal experiences and
describe the way of young people growing up in this
society.

18 feb: Jonathan Nagel and Marithe van der Aa
Marithé Van der Aa (Voice), Jonathan Nagel, (Contrabass)
A concert only with contrabass and voice? Marithé | Jonathan means
reduction to the core elements of a song: melody and bass notes. It is a
small but complete entity as a band, uniting the brilliant clarity and
emotional expression of Marithé’s voice as the female element on the one
side, and the warm woody sound and raw expressiveness of Jonathan’s
contrabass as the male element on the other side.

In her compositions she articulates the melody and lyrics
on top of a powerful groove. With her sax she tells a story
to listeners and by doing so she avoids platitudes.

18 mrt: Kika Sprangers Quintet
Kika Sprangers (Soprano and alto sax, composer). Benjamin Torbijn
(Drums), Danny van Ruitenburg (bass guitar), Eric Brugmans (guitar),
Manuel Wouthuysen (Piano/keyboard).
Powerful, rhythmic bass and drums, counterparting electronic
soundscapes of the guitar, keyboard and the romantic colours of acoustic
piano. Kika and her Quintet strive to melt these two elements in one sound
of the band. Kita likes to experiment on stage in musical conversations with
the members of the band.

The trio has worked on achieving an authentic conception
by combining the classic sound of the McCoy Tyner trio
from the sixties with Senegalese sabar rhythms and
abstraction in modern classical music.

15 april: Floris Kappeyne Trio
Floris Kappeyne (piano, Composer), Tijs Klaassen (double bass), Wouter
Kühne (drums)
The Floris Kappeyne Trio was set up in 2015 by the pianist. In the past two
years, the trio consisting of separate Prinses Christina Concours winners
(2012) has made audiences smile with their witty arrangements of old jazz
standards. During the past year, the trio has worked on achieving an
authentic conception by combining the classic sound of the McCoy Tyner
trio from the sixties with Senegalese sabar rhythms and abstraction in
modern classical music. The results is presented in the debut-album
consisting solely of original compositions.

Zaal:
De Pletterij
Lange Herenvest 122
2011 BX Haarlem

Tickets:
€10,- / €7,50 tot 25 jaar
pletterij.nl
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